
[anarchy]

mark so

“I have found a definition of the beautiful. It is something intense and sad, something a bit vague... a contradictory impression of an  
ardor... and a desire for life together with a bitterness which flows back upon them as if from a sense of deprivation and hopelessness. I  
do not pretend that joy cannot associate with Beauty, but I will maintain that joy is one of her most vulgar adornments,  while  
Melancholy may be called her illustrious spouse, so much so that I can scarcely conceive a type of beauty which has nothing to do with  
sorrow.” –Charles Baudelaire

[3 amplified reading performers

[using “Anarchy” from Heliogabalus by Antonin Artaud (enlarged to 8.5”x11”, 62 pp), 45 transparencies

divide the Artaud text into three large, somewhat equal portions
keep pages in each resulting division in sequence
assign the divisions each to a reader

readers each select some transparency parts from those available
most parts consist of a single page; three consist of multiple pages (numbered in color)
the selected parts may be arranged in any sequence; multi-page parts retain their order
the parts may be allocated in any way, as desired; all parts need not be used

each reader freely distributes her transparencies across her portion of Artaud
superimpose the two layers squarely as possible, with the same text orientation between them
multi-page transparency parts spread over consecutive pages of Artaud, without skipping any
placing no more than one transparency onto a given page

each reader proceeds once through her respective portion of the Artaud undertext
start by reading silently at a normal rate through her portion of the undertext

[when reading of the undertext intersects with text on a transparency:
read aloud the word(s) on the transparency at the point of intersection

or, begin reading the undertext aloud at the intersection, until the next intersection

reading aloud in an intelligible speaking tone, then continuing to read the undertext silently

[if transparency text appears over white space:
omit it, unless contiguous with transparency text that does intersect, observe it at that point

[if a contiguous 'fragment' of transparency text intersects the undertext in multiple places:
it may be broken, with different parts of the fragment spoken/observed at each intersection

or, it may be spoken/observed in its entirety at one of the points of intersection

taking care not to repeat the speaking/observance of any part of such a fragment
(in ambiguous cases, readers apply their best judgment)

all 3 proceed independently in this fashion to the completion of their respective portions of Artaud]

perhaps listening to one another, perhaps not]
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